NATA DALI COMMENTS ABOUT YEREVAN SPACES PROJECT
DAY 1
We arrived at night at that great COOL hotel, at our COOLEST ROOM with two floors and two terraces with good view.

Next morning

Meeting at “Utopiana” - spiking about our next days, Meetings, places, possibilities and places of possibilities.

| we felt our self not outside of our country |

Walking to AJZ place where we found many connections between talks with our problems, about spaces, politics, society and etc. Found interesting points of view in their talks about art, culture, people - how they act.

| collecting memories to make map |

| can’t wait to see art projects |

Next place – contemporary art center. Their presentation. Interesting space for education.

Evening – Lecture – very informative, criticizing and interesting.

| steel we are searching for art projects and public interactions |

NEXT DAYS

Couldn’t find art, but there was very strong social activities. They introduced us what they do and how they feel their space.

| we are searching place to do something there |

| we are searching for someone, students to work with them |

NEXT NEXT DAYS

We feel and see that what they do is very important.

They are radicals, they know what they want and in some cases have results.
There are several institutes of art. Independent, noncommercial, open…

We are interested in students, their positions…

We fell all these groups are closed societies. But they have power to change their society.

These groups should be open for public.

There are public spaces, which can be used as a platform to open closed groups and closed people.

Our comment:

It was great experience, great opportunity to see what all these spaces need.

They have created platforms of position which is a great start, to transform their society.

We compare them with us. It is natural. And we see lots of connection points and lots of differences.

Action and position - this is how we can describe these two projects.

Actions are coming from position.

Position is a spark which gives a birth to actions.

They are related.

We are related.
mapping of people and conversation

mapping of street memory
final discussion

mapping of street memory
mapping of street memory

KONT

TNOK
Много людей на балконе или террасе

Rubens leqture
mapping of street memory
Heidi and Dicks presentation

eating cinema moscow
IDHR meeting

What is public space?

- Space
- Memory
- Using political view

Mention:
- Quality steps
- People
- Power
- Pressure
- Belonging
- Afraid
- Marginal youth people
- Armenian
- Female
- Male

Final discussion

The place is a function.

Is it all about...?

Art doesn't necessary change anything.

Can we part of the changes?

Can we change society?

It can change, it depends...

Mostly when the national sports are stop.

Armenia Everything is connected to politics.
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